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A.PHONETICS (1.5pts) 

I. Find the word which has a different sound in the part underlined.(0.5pt) 

1. A. visual B. poison C. measure D. pleasure 

2. A. affect B. cholera C. radiation D.pollutant 

II. Choose the word that is stressed differently from that of the other words. (1pt) 

1. A. scientist   B. dramatic  C. athletic   D. domestic   

2. A. national   B. chemical  C. medical   D. informal 

3. A. confidential  B. continental C. conditional  D. technological 

4. A. humanistic  B. atomic  C. ironic   D. artistic 

B. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR (3.5pts) 

I. Choose the best answer to fill in the blank. (2.5pts) 

1. This animal, the ______, is a symbol of Australia. 

 A. kangaroo   B. koala  C. rabbit   D. tiger 

2. Do you know that the telephone, the TV and penicillin are Scottish ______.   

A. inventors   B. inventor  C. inventions   D. invention 

3. Noise pollution can lead to ________loss. 

A. looking   B. hearing  C. listening   D. reading 

4. Have you come _______ solutions to this problem? 

A. up to   B. to with  C. up with   D. on to 

5. The famous Sydney Opera House           as an arts center since 1973.  

A. serves   B. served  C. have served  D. has served 

6. If you         the president, what would you do to help the environment?  

A. would be   B. are   C. had been   D. were 

7. Don’t drink that water. It’s           .  

A. contaminated   B. pure  C. damaged   D. dumped 

8.  Linh: Mai has won the first prize.  - Ha:             !  

A. That's awesome   B. Oh dear  C. How terrible  D. That's shocking 

9. Today, some of the world's tallest and most famous skyscrapers ______________ in the city. 

A. is found  B. finds            C. are found                        D. found 

10. Located in the heart of the city ______________ the one hundred and ten story Sears Tower. 

A. has been                        B. is            C. will be                            D. are 

II. Underline and correct mistakes. (1pt) 

1. If I were you, I will write a letter to the factory director to complain about the noise.  

2. If the soil was polluted, plants won’t be able to grow.  

3. If urban citizens take better care of the environment, the city would not be so dirty.  

4. If there weren’t so many high-rise buildings, lots of stars will be visible to us.  



C. READING ( 2.5pts) 

I. Read the passage and give True (T) or False (F). (1.25pts) 

        The Maori arrived in New Zealand from other Polynesian islands over a thousand years ago. 

They were the first people to live there. They made beautiful wooden buildings with pictures cut into 

the wood. There are about 280,000 Maori today. Maori have brown skin, dark brown eyes and wavy 

black hair.  In 1840, they agreed to become British colony, and they learned European ways quickly. 

Today, there are Maori in all kinds of jobs. They attend schools and universities and become lawyers 

and scientists. There are Maori in the government. Most of them live like the white New Zealand.  

However, the Maori do not forget their traditions. Children learn the language, music and old stories. 

They have yearly competitions in speaking, dancing, and singing. The Maori live a comfortable, 

modern life, but they keep their traditions by passing them to their children. 

…… 1. Maori are Polynesians. 

…… 2. New Zealand is an island country.   

…… 3. The Maori look like the Chinese.   

…… 4. The Maori live by hunting and fishing. 

…… 5. The Maori like music. 

II. Read the passage again and answer the following questions. (1.25pts) 

1. Did the Maori come from Polynesian islands?  

->…………………..……………………………………………………………………………………. 

2.  How many Maori are there today? 

 ->…………………..…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. What do the Maori look like?     

->…………………..……………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. What do they do at their yearly competitions?  

->…………………..……………………………………………………………………………………. 

5.  Do the Maori live comfortable life?  

->…………………..……………………………………………………………………………………. 

D. WRITING (2.5pts) 

I. Rewrite the following sentences based on the given words.(1.25pts) 

1. Noise pollution/ big cities/ lead/ hearing/ problems. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Lots/ aquatic animals/ die/ because/ oil spills. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. If/ you/ president/ country/ what/ you/ do/ protect/ environment? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. One way/ save/ environment/ is/ use/ renewable/ energy/ sources. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. This boy/ suffer/ birth/ defects/ because/ parents/ expose/radioactive/ pollution. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

II. Reorder the words to make the sentences. (1.25pts) 

1. is/ but/ not/ Canberra/ the/, / is/ Australia/ capital/ of/ Sydney. 

  .................................................................................................................... …………………………. 

2. Maori/ native/ of/ New Zealand/ people/ the/ are/ the/ Island/ in/ North. 

  .................................................................................................................... ………………………… 

3. Washington D.C/ opens/ Museum/ a.m./ at Children’s/ in/10.00/National/ The. 

  .................................................................................................................... ………………………… 

4. monument/ San Francisco/ Bridge/ of/ The/ an/ iconic/ Gate/ is/ Golden. 

  .................................................................................................................... ………………………… 

5. its/ years/ language/ for/ considered/ Malaysia/ as/ has/ official/ English. 

  .................................................................................................................... ………………………… 
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